In Situ Hi-C for Plants: An Improved Method to Detect Long-Range Chromatin Interactions.
Recently, long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are shown to be implicating nuclear domain organization and gene regulation by mediating long-range chromatin interactions. Chromosome conformation capture (3C) is a method used to study such long-range interaction between two different loci in the 3D nuclear space. Through successive improvement in resolution and throughput, 3C, chromosome conformation capture on chip (4C), and chromosome conformation capture carbon copy (5C) to Hi-C methods were developed to study interactions between loci from one versus one scale to an unprecedented genome-wide resolution. In situ Hi-C is a variant of Hi-C in which proximity ligation is performed at the intact nuclei to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and throughput of the experiment to provide useful genome-wide contact frequency matrix/maps. The contact frequency maps obtained could be used for physical ordering of scaffolds in complex genome assembly projects, in deducing the nuclear domain organization in high resolution and in identifying specific long-range interactions between genomic regions of interest. In this chapter, we describe in detail a protocol for in situ Hi-C used on crops like barley, wheat, rye, oat, and evening primrose.